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NOVEMBER 2018 HOLIDAY ISSUE
The Globe and Mail Style Advisor’s annual
holiday edition compiles luxury gift ideas, partyperfect fashion, winter getaway guides and
delicious entertaining tips into one inspiring
package.

What’s new and noteworthy for the season including
holiday fragrances for you and your home, the style
story behind the new Christmas Star for the Rockefeller
Center tree, a getaway to Hamburg during its festive
market season and a distillery discovery in B.C.

ESSENTIALS
Essentials
Deck your feet for
party season with
statement shoes,
from ornate flats
to over-the-top
pumps.

Fashion/Grooming
Humble hoods and
tuques get gussied up
for winter. Plus, a Dior
exhibition brings its
archive to North
America for the first
time, and we source
perfect presents for
beauty buffs.

Design/Travel
Escaping the holiday
frenzy at a new Nordic
spa in Alberta, a guide to
exploring Athens in the
off-season and a
collection of luxe
cannabis culture
accessories for the home.

Food & Drink
A look at how Instagram
has made intricately iced
cakes the It-dessert for
Christmas get-togethers.
Also, Casamigos launches
its new Mezcal in
Muskoka and what to gift
the cocktail lover on your
list.

FEATURES
Fashion: A fantasy world of fine jewellery highlights the best dream baubles to covet, plus a look inside how
a haute joaillerie collection comes together in Paris.
Design: A group of Canadian illustrators create original gift-wrapping that readers can pull out of the
magazine and use to elevate their own presents.
Food & Drink: From bowls of gourmet nuts to the perfect devilled egg, we put together a menu of elevated
bar snacks well suited to December entertaining.

*Stories subject to change
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2017 40th National Awards
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